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Never underestimate the power of a few committed people to change the world. Indeed, it is the only thing
that ever has. 											
Margaret Meade
When you harness the passion and energy of gifted young people with the passion and energy of community
stewards, you have the perfect team of committed people who can change the world. Such is the case with
the Vacant Lots : Occupied project. When Jenna Hudson of Keep Cincinnati Beautiful approached me with
the idea that the UC Horticulture program could work with Future Blooms to develop a landscaping scheme
for the city's vacant lots, we had the beginning of the kind of partnership that we excel in forming at the
University of Cincinnati's College of Design, Architecture, Art, and Planning.
We "DAAPutized" the project by taking an initial idea for a limited scope of work and expanding it. We
built a team led by Horticulture Adjunct Instructor Ryan Geismar of the landscape architecture firm Human
Nature, Inc. with students from Horticulture, Planning, and Architecture. The students were energized
by the excitement of the Keep Cincinnati Beautiful team, the citizens with whom they worked, and the
representatives from the Division of Building Inspection and Building Value. We enlisted the energy of
experts from other cities whose approaches informed our own: Michael Berkshire of Chicago's Office of
Sustainable Development, David Jurca and Reid Coffman of the Cleveland Urban Design Collaborative,
Dan Pitera of Detroit Collaborative Design Center, and Liberty Merrill of Youngstown Neighborhood
Development Corporation.
I am very grateful to the community stewards who gave so generously of their time to be at our sides every
step of the way for this wonderful learning experience, and I am very proud of the work represented here.
This project represents the optimism, expertise, shared resources, and commitment to a common cause
from which many have benefited, and will continue to benefit as this program evolves over time.
									Virginia L. Russell, FASLA, PLA, GRP
									Associate Professor of Architecture
									Horticulture Program Director
									University of Cincinnati
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Purpose
With thousands of acres of vacant land and even more vacant and blighted buildings eligible for demolition,
it is apparent that vacancy in Cincinnati is not going away anytime soon. For whatever reasons the vacancy
occurs, the fact remains, the city will need to address the consequences that ensue. Perpetual vacancy along
a street can lead to an increase in litter, blight, and crime. Surrounding properties are plagued with lowered
property values and the cycle continues. A general feeling of hopelessness can quickly affect adjacent
residents and even an entire neighborhood.
Keep Cincinnati Beautiful is an award-winning nonprofit focused on educating and encouraging
individuals to take responsibility for their communities. We promote beautification, litter prevention,
recycling, and community pride and provide resources to communities that empower them to improve their
neighborhoods. Keep Cincinnati Beautiful began addressing vacancy in 2009 with the creation of the Future
Blooms program. Born out of the City’s Neighborhood Enhancement Program, Future Blooms is a low-cost,
high-impact program that addresses vacancy, blight, and graffiti through the revitalization of abandoned
properties as a way to reinforce economic development and create a sense of place. For three years, the
Future Blooms program has been artistically enhancing vacant buildings and revitalizing vacant lots through
cleaning and greening practices. The goal is to create places that encourage caring.
In 2012, the City of Cincinnati received funding from the State of Ohio to increase demolition rates
throughout the city addressing buildings that were vacant and chronically neglected, in an effort to help
mend some of the consequences of vacancy in neighborhoods. The City recognized that exchanging a
vacant and neglected building for a vacant and neglected lot was not an improvement, and asked the Future
Blooms program to revitalize at least 200 of the sites.
With such an increase in vacant lot stabilization, Future Blooms reached out to the University of Cincinnati’s
Horticulture and Architecture programs to help develop comprehensive strategies for how to deal with
vacant land throughout the city. Thirty students from planning, architecture, and horticulture, participated
in a weekend long workshop where they researched the City’s current practices of vacant lot care and
looked at case studies of other cities’ vacant land practices. Seven neighborhoods were chosen as study
samples for the purpose of the workshop.
This guide book was created by the students and faculty that participated in the workshop. It recognizes the
broad spectrum of influence vacant land throughout the city has, by dividing the book into five sections: city
planning, site conditions, creating a sense of place, plant material, and community engagement. The Vacant
Lots : Occupied guide book is meant to be a tool for communities and organizations to use when dealing
with vacant land in their neighborhoods. It is a compilation of suggestions from the students and faculty
who took part in the workshop, and by no means represents a comprehensive overview of vacant lot issues
in the city. It is also the intention of Keep Cincinnati Beautiful and the University of Cincinnati to build upon
the work that has been presented, test the ideas in the real world, and work with communities and experts
to produce a comprehensive guide book of best practices when dealing with vacant land.
Rather than becoming a source of continual blight and community degradation, vacant lots, when properly
cared for, have the potential to become parks, gardens, stormwater management features, and community
spaces. These investments create a sense of intent, alerting others to the fact that someone cares, crafting
a new narrative – one of purpose and hope for the future. Vacant lot management should be approached
on a site-to-site basis within the framework of a neighborhood and city-wide vision. Understanding the
neighborhood context, including social, economic, and environmental factors, can inform an appropriate
course of action for a neighborhood.
Keep Cincinnati Beautiful hopes this guide book will be utilized by community organizations throughout the
city to help them navigate ways to deal with abandoned and neglected vacant lots. Each vacant lot allows
for reinvention, creativity, and creation. We hope you find this book helpful and that it leaves you feeling
inspired to pursue changing the face of vacant lots in the city.
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Anatomy of a City

Planning for a Sustainable Future

Planning at the city and neighborhood levels is essential to creating and sustaining livable places. In the
case of Cincinnati and its fifty-two unique neighborhoods, addressing vacant lots requires a comprehensive
approach with diverse strategies. As part of this comprehensive approach, one must employ a methodology
that considers the unique qualities of each neighborhood in order to understand the impact of vacant lots in
each area and how best to address the challenge.
Understanding vacancy patterns, land use typologies, neighborhood narratives, and the relationship
between vacant buildings and vacant lots, Cincinnati can approach its expanding vacant lot inventory less as
a cancer, and more as an opportunity to re-occupy and revitalize its urban neighborhoods. This planning-level
framework chapter provides a foundation for the site-specific design strategies presented later in this book.

For the purpose of this initial study, target
neighborhoods are highlighted in gray.
Hyde Park was chosen as a comparative
neighborhood for this section.

Anatomy of a City: Contents

I

Neighborhood Vacancy Typologies

This section identifies vacancy rates at the neighborhood
level to understand the extent of vacant lot issues in a
defined area. Focusing on vacancy rates by neighborhood
can help identify areas throughout the city that should be
addressed first.

II

Land Use Typologies

When managing vacant lots in specific
neighborhoods, city-wide land use designations
can be used to help determine which suggested
strategies are most appropriate.

III

Neighborhood Narratives

Cincinnati's fifty-two neighborhoods offer many
opportunities to create solutions that celebrate the
uniqueness of the people, place, and history. Demographics
can help to understand what makes up the fabric of these
communities.

IIII

Vacant Building + Lot Strategies

Vacant buildings play an equal role as vacant lots
in a city's urban fabric. This section looks at the
relationship between vacant buildings and lots and
how that can inform decisions about vacant lot
treatment and encourage discussions of their future
together.

| Neighborhood Vacancy Typologies
One of the most important steps in addressing vacant lots in Cincinnati is to understand vacancy rates
in each of the city's fifty-two neighborhoods. Vacancy rates can identify neighborhoods that are more
heavily vacant than others and, therefore, should be a higher priority for cleaning up blighted vacant lots.
Prioritizing high-concentration areas of vacancy for immediate action may help stabilize declining property
values and prevent further neighborhood decay. If this logic proves true, effective planning must include the
identification of strategic locations with high vacancy rates.
In order to accurately map vacancy in Cincinnati, three sources of information were referenced: vacant land
use, vacant buildings slated for demolition, and buildings ordered vacant by the city. Neighborhood vacancy
was mapped by calculating the percentage of vacant parcels in each neighborhood.

NEIGHBORHOOD VACANCY
BY PERCENT VACANT PARCELS, 2013

SOUTH
CUMMINSVILLE

AVONDALE

NORTH
FAIRMOUNT

WEST PRICE
HILL

MOUNT
AUBURN
EAST PRICE
HILL

STABLE
AT RISK
THREATENED
1 INCH = 2 MILES
DATA SOURCE: CAGIS, CITY OF CINCINNATI

HAZARDOUS
FOCUS NEIGHBORHOODS

Neighborhood vacancy typologies were assigned four categories: STABLE, AT RISK, THREATENED,
and HAZARDOUS. These categories are defined on the facing page. It should be noted that no focus
neighborhoods fell under the stable category. The neighborhoods of Avondale and West Price Hill fall under
AT RISK areas. East Price Hill, South Cumminsville, and Mt. Auburn are listed as THREATENED areas. North
Fairmount fell under HAZARDOUS areas.
For each category, pie charts (facing page, from left to right) show the average percentage of housing
vacancy in classified neighborhoods; the percentage of vacant parcels within classified neighborhoods
and the percentage of those vacant parcels that are publicly owned; and the percentage of total area in
classified neighborhoods that is vacant. (e.g., of all stable neighborhoods, 7% of the area is vacant)
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STABLE neighborhoods have less than 10 percent of their
parcels listed as vacant. These areas are relatively intact and
do not face the risks that are present in other neighborhoods.
None of the focus neighborhoods studied are in this category.

STABLE

7%
16%

STABLE

Housing Vacancy

1%
public

Vacant Parcels by
Neighborhood

7%

Combined
Vacant Area in Stable
Neighborhoods

AT RISK

AT RISK neighborhoods have between 10 and 20 percent of
their parcels listed as vacant. While these areas do not face
large scale vacancy issues, steps should be taken to maximize
the utility of current vacant space in order to prevent further
decline.
14%

20%

AT RISK

Housing Vacancy

2%
public

Vacant Parcels by
Neighborhood

11%

Combined
Vacant Area in At
Risk Neighborhoods

THREATENED

THREATENED neighborhoods have between 20 and 35
percent of their parcels listed as vacant. The stability of these
areas is questionable and the threat to existing residential
communities in these neighborhoods is great. The distribution
of vacant parcels has the potential to further fracture
communities if not addressed.
25%
17%

1%
public

16%

THREATENED

Housing Vacancy

Vacant Parcels by
Neighborhood

Combined Vacant Area in
Threatened Neighborhoods

HAZARDOUS

HAZARDOUS neighborhoods have over 35 percent of their
parcels listed as vacant. These areas have high vacancy rates
compared to the rest of the city. The residential market in
these neighborhoods is in decline and a re-imagining of these
areas may be necessary.
43%
21%

HAZARDOUS

Housing Vacancy

1%
public

Vacant Parcels by
Neighborhood

33%

Combined Vacant Area in
Hazardous Neighborhoods
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|| Land Use Typologies
56%

14%

14%

RESIDENTIAL

VACANT

PARKS & OPEN SPACE

7% 4% 4%

COMMERCIAL
INDUSTRIAL
INSTITUTIONAL
PUBLIC UTILITIES

EXISTING LAND USE

RESIDENTIAL
COMMERCIAL
INDUSTRIAL
PARKS & OPEN SPACE
1 INCH = 2 MILES
DATA SOURCE: CAGIS, CITY OF CINCINNATI

INSTITUTIONAL
PUBLIC UTILITIES
VACANT

Cincinnati's existing land use distribution is made up of a wide range of typologies. Above, the land use
map summarizes the major categories of land use found in Cincinnati and is a foundation for creating broad
strategies for vacant lot management. Based on these land use categories, four typologies were identified
to reflect areas in which vacant lots are prevalent and where revitalization can have the greatest impact.
For the purposes of this guidebook, the four typologies are: RESIDENTIAL, MIXED-USE, LANDSCAPE, and
INDUSTRIAL. These typologies provide a framework from which decisions about vacant lot management
can begin. Based on the land uses surrounding vacant property, site designs and management strategies
can be implemented in ways that revitalize neighborhood centers, encourage healthy neighborhoods, reuse
brownfield sites, and preserve the natural environment.
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RESIDENTIAL

RESIDENTIAL land uses consist of three classes: singlefamily, two and three family, and multi-family. The classes
correspond to the density of development and can be
used to indicate where high or low concentrations of
people live.

SINGLE-FAMILY
TWO-FAMILY
MULTI-FAMILY

MIXED-USE

MIXED-USE areas are split into three categories: the
Central Business District (CBD) of Cincinnati, mixed-use
land use parcels, and neighborhood business districts.
These three mixed-use typologies represent areas in
which residential, commercial, and office uses merge.
Mixed-use areas provide opportunities to create places
for residents to live, work, and play.

LANDSCAPE areas are made up of Cincinnati's parks and
open spaces. These include city and county parks and
public open spaces. Recreational areas and local food
production are included in the landscape typology and
serve as a conduit for community interaction and healthy
living.

LANDSCAPE

1 INCH = 2 MILES
DATA SOURCE: CAGIS, CITY OF CINCINNATI

CENTRAL BUSINESS
DISTRICT
CENTRAL
BUSINESS
DISTRICT
MIXED-USE PARCELS
MIXED-USE
PARCELS
NEIGHBORHOOD BUSINESS
DISTRICT
NEIGHBORHOOD
BUSINESS

PARKS & OPEN SPACE

INDUSTRIAL

INDUSTRIAL areas are represented as heavy industrial
and light industrial, dependent on the intensity of land
use. Industrial areas provide a unique opportunity for
redevelopment because of larger than average lot sizes
and dealing with potential site contamination.

HEAVY INDUSTRIAL
LIGHT INDUSTRIAL
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Two / Three Family

High Rise Multi-Family

Residential

Single Family

1
Live + Work + Play

3
Central Business District

Mixed-Use

Neighborhood Center

2

4
Parkland

6
Recreational

Landscape

Productive

5

7
Light

Industrial

Heavy

8

10
Photo credits can be found on page 114
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11

9

Residential
Mixed-Use
Landscape
Industrial

SINGLE FAMILY represents areas of low density with small detached living units.
TWO/THREE FAMILY represents areas of medium density with duplexes or small apartment
buildings.
HIGH RISE MULTI-FAMILY represents areas of high density with large apartment buildings housing
more than 20 units.

NEIGHBORHOOD CENTER is the main gathering place of a neighborhood with various housing,
office, and retail options.
LIVE+WORK+PLAY consists of large developments with a mix of office, housing, retail, and
entertainment.
CENTRAL BUSINESS DISTRICT is the center for all activity in the downtown city.

PRODUCTIVE is land that has been re-purposed for the use of community gardens, orchards, or
research stations.
PARKLAND is all the various public and private parks in a jurisdiction.
RECREATIONAL is land that is used for organized sport activity, such as baseball or soccer fields.

HEAVY is land that is used for very intensive industrial uses, such as power plants or
manufacturing.
LIGHT is land that is used for moderate industrial uses, such as small warehouse manufacturing.
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|| Land Use Typology Matrix

Single
Family

Two-Three
Family

High Rise
Multi-Family

At Risk
Threatened
Hazardous

Vacancy Zones

Stable

Residential Typologies

Neighborhood
Center

Live + Work + Play

Mixed-Use Typologies

WP PL

WP PL

CG FH

CG CM

CG CM

SY CM

SY CM

PA CM

PA PS

AL

PS

TG

AC

AL

AC

AL BS

FH

BS

CG

CG

CG PL

CG FH

CG CM

SY

SY

PA

SY

PA

TG

CM

AC AL

AL

BS

CG NL

CG

CG

CG

PA

SY

CG

SY

PS

AL

NL SM

WP NL

SM

WP

BS

GT

SM

SY

CM

PA

CG

SY

CG NL

CG

CG

CG

NL

GT

WP

SM

WP

WP

SM

NL

CM

SM

PS

HOW TO USE THIS MATRIX
The Land Use Typology Matrix is a tool that should be used at the neighborhood planning level. The matrix
combines the neighborhood vacancy typologies with the appropriate land use categories found in Cincinnati.
Each block in the matrix is associated with potential site design options for each possible combination of
land use and vacancy. This is not an exhaustive list, but given a site's location in a vacancy zone and near a
specific land-use typology, the matrix provides a start to identifying vacant lot revitalization solutions.
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Central Business
District

Productive

Parkland

Recreational

Landscape Typologies

Heavy

Light

Industrial Typologies

CG PS

CG CM

CG

CG

CG

SS

CG SS

AL PA

SS

WP

BS

NL BP

NL BP

FH BS

TG

PL

AC

SM

SM

CG PA

CG CM

CG

CG

CG SS

CG

AL

SS

WP

BS

NL

NL

BS

TG

BP

AC

SM

SM

CG WP

CG

CG WP

CG

CG GT

CG BP

BS

SS

NL

NL

NL SS

NL GT

SM

WP

SM

SM

PA

PL

CG

CG

CG SM

CG WP

CG BP

CG BP

PA

SS

NL WP

NL

NL GT

NL GT

SS

SM

SS SM

SS SM

WP

LEGEND

AC

Athletic
Court

BS

Bike Share

FH

Food Hub

PA

Small Park

SM

Stormwater
Mitigation

TG

Terraced Garden

AL

Art Lot

CG

Clean &
Green

GT

Geothermal

PL

Playground

SS

Stable Soil

WP

Walking Path

BP

Bike Path

CM

Community
Garden

NL

Natural
Landscape

PS

Performance
Space

SY

Side Yard
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||| Neighborhood Narratives
Understanding the potential of a neighborhood involves learning the neighborhood's narrative. The
narrative tells the story of the past, present and future. A component of understanding this narrative
is the information provided through demographic analysis. Though many narratives exist within a
neighborhood, the demographic composite can reveal valuable insight into what a neighborhood is and
what it might become in the future. This section explores key demographic information in the target study
neighborhoods. For this section, the City of Cincinnati and the neighborhood of Hyde Park were evaluated
as a point of comparison.
Vacant parcels constitute land - with or without structure(s) - that is no longer occupied by the owner. The
owner has either abandoned the property or, due to tax delinquency or foreclosure, has forfeited ownership
to another agent.

20 Miles

Cincinnati (comparison)
Total Vacant Parcels: 22,464
Total Land Area: 50,900 acres
Vacant Land to Total Land = 10%

Source:
CAGIS

Source:
CAGIS

Mt. Auburn

Avondale

Total Vacants: 735

Total Vacants: 923

Land Area: 1,298 acres

Land Area: 511 acres

1 Mile
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1 Mile

Avondale

Mt. Auburn

Total Vacant Parcels: 735
Total Land Area: 1,298 acres
Vacant Land to Total Land = 10%

Total Vacant Parcels: 923
Total Land Area: 511 acres
Vacant Land to Total Land = 12%

e Hill

Source:
CAGIS

Source:
CAGIS

Total Vacants: 822
Land Area: 1,894 acres

1 Mile

1 Mile

East Price Hill

West Price Hill

Total Vacant Parcels: 1,110
Total Land Area: 1,388 acres
Vacant Land to Total Land = 10%
Source:
North
Fairmount
CAGIS

Total Vacant Parcels: 822
Total Land Area: 1,894 acres
Vacant Land to Total Land = 5%
Source:
CAGIS

Total Vacants: 1424

Total Vacants: 847

Land Area: 855 acres

Land Area: 381 acres

1 Mile

1 Mile

North Fairmount

South Fairmount

Total Vacant Parcels: 847
Total Land Area: 381 acres
Vacant Land to Total Land = 20%

Total Vacant Parcels: 1,424
Total Land Area: 855 acres
Vacant Land to Total Land = 26%

South Cumminsville
Source:
CAGIS

Source:
CAGIS

Total Vacants: 474
Land Area: 300 acres

1 Mile

1 Mile

South Cumminsville

Hyde Park (comparison)

Total Vacant Parcels: 474
Total Land Area: 300 acres
Vacant Land to Total Land = 18%

Total Vacant Parcels: 274
Total Land Area: 1,673 acres
Vacant Land to Total Land = 4%
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||| Population Density
Vacant lots can continue to have negative effects on a neighborhood if left neglected. Decreasing property
values and increases in crime, which can lead to even more residential and commercial flight from an area,
perpetuate the damaging cycle. Each of the target study neighborhoods has experienced at least a 13%
population decrease since 1990 (excluding Hyde Park as a comparison neighborhood), with 5 of the 9
having declines over 30%. These trends point to the likelihood of vacant lots continuing to be an issue in
the future, providing policy makers with not only a strong challenge, but also with the opportunity to create
positive change throughout the city.

Cincinnati (comparison)
% Vacant : 10 %

Persons per Acre: 6

Population Change 1990-2010: - 18%

1990 Persons per Acre: 7

Hyde Park (comparison)
% Vacant : 4 %

Persons per Acre: 8
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Population Change 1990-2010: - 4%

1990 Persons per Acre: 8

Avondale
% Vacant : 10 %

Persons per Acre: 10

Population Change 1990-2010: - 33%

1990 Persons per Acre: 14

East Price Hill
% Vacant : 10 %

Persons per Acre: 11

Population Change 1990-2010: - 21%

1990 Persons per Acre: 14

Mt. Auburn
% Vacant : 12 %

Population Change 1990-2010: - 34%

City of Cincinnati:
6 Persons per Acre
10% of Lots Vacant

Legend

North Fairmount
% Vacant : 20 %

1990 Persons per Acre: 14

South Fairmount

2010 Persons per Acre: 3

1 Vacant

1 Lot

Pop. Loss
1990-2010

1 Acre

South Cumminsville

Population Change 1990-2010: - 58%

Persons per Acre: 5

% Vacant : 26 %

1 Person

1990 Persons per Acre: 15

Persons per Acre: 10

% Vacant : 18 %

Population Change 1990-2010: - 41%

1990 Persons per Acre: 5

Persons per Acre: 3

West Price Hill

Population Change 1990-2010: - 41%

1990 Persons per Acre: 5

% Vacant : 5 %

2010 Persons per Acre: 9

Population Change 1990-2010: - 13%

1990 Persons per Acre: 10
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||| %
Owning
Renting vs. % Renter Occupie
Ownervs.
Occupied
The effects of renter occupied housing on a neighborhood is anything but clear. The perception is often that
renters are less invested in the neighborhood and that the likelihood of neglect, crime, and disturbances
increase while property values decrease in areas with high renter occupancy. It is important to be aware
that the possibility of blight and neglect due to absentee-landlords can increase, that renting residents
are perhaps somewhat more transient than their home-owning counterparts, and therefore less invested
in the neighborhood. These issues can play a role in increasing the amount and neglect of vacant lots in a
neighborhood.

76%

35%

65%

24%

East Price Hill

Avondale

39%

61%

Cincinnati
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53%

47%

Hyde Park

Owning vs. Renting

upied

The highest instance of renter occupied housing in
the focus study neighborhoods are found in:
Avondale (76%)
South Fairmount (69%)

South Cumminsville

West Price
Hill

The highest instances of owner occupied housing in
the focus study neighborhoods are found in:
South Cumminsville (69%)
Hyde Park (53%)

31%

50%

69%

South Fairmount

33%

Avondale
Hyde Park

North
Fairmount

Mount
Auburn

East Price
Hill

Low Owner
Ownership Rates
High

Low

50%

52%

North Fairmount

48%

West Price Hill
67%

Mt. Auburn

54%

46%

South Cumminsville
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||| Affordable Housing
The generally accepted definition of affordable housing is for a household to pay no more than 30% of its
annual income on housing. Families who pay more, are considered cost burdened and may have difficulty
affording necessities such as food, clothing, transportation, and medical care. Lack of affordable housing in
a neighborhood can result in the clustering of populations that are impoverished and are less likely to have
access to quality food, recreation, and jobs. The concentration of poverty may threaten adjacent property
values, but these areas also provide the greatest opportunity to improve the quality of life for struggling
residents.

Percent of households spending over 30% of income on housing

50%50%

40%
40%

30%

30%

32 %

20%

20%

19 %
Avondale

10%

10%
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Hyde Park

21%

Cincinnati

18 %

East Price Hill

19 %

Mt. Aubu

Affordable Housing
Highest % of households spending over 30% on housing:
South Cumminsville (38%)
Hyde Park (32%)
South Cumminsville

Hyde Park

Lowest % of households spending over 30% on housing:
West Price Hill (15%)
East Price Hill (18%)
North Fairmount (18%)
South Fairmount (18%)
It is interesting to note that Hyde Park, a neighborhood
with a high median income and the lowest vacancy rate,
comes in second place, with 32% of households spending
over 30% of their annual income on housing.

Avondale

North
Fairmount
West Price
Hill

Mount
Auburn

East Price
Hill

%Low
Spending
Owner> 30% of Income on Housing
Low

High

50%
50%

40% 40%

30% 30%

38 %

South Cumminsville

%

20% 20%

19 %

Mt. Auburn

18 %
North Fairmount

18 %
South Fairmount

15 %
West Price Hill

10% 10%
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||| Poverty, Education, Race
In many of the focus study neighborhoods, a combination of issues relating to education, income, poverty
and race compound the struggle of their residents to meet the needs of daily life. As neglected lot vacancies
negatively impact quality of life, these neighborhoods can appear to offer little chance for success. Many
of the neighborhoods have high percentages of residents with no High School diploma, few residents
with at least a Bachelor's degree, and low household income rates. Utilizing vacant lots to beautify the
neighborhood improve access, and quality of life can provide a sense of security and hope to struggling
neighborhoods.

South Cumminsville

$15,357

Avondale

$18,120

South Fairmount

$24,395

$26,547

East Price Hill

North Fairmount

$28,425

Mt. Auburn

$30,146
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$37,720

Hyde Park

$74,053

Median Income

$
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Cincinnatil ... $33,681

Hyde Park ... $74,053
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$

$

15k

$

$

$
North Fairmount ... $26,547

74k

30k

35k

$33,681

Median Income

20k

25k

% Living Below the Poverty Line

Poverty Line
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The U.S. measure of poverty was initiated
in the 1960’s as a means of determining
the amount and proportion of household
incomes insufficient for meeting the
needs of nourishment and necessary
goods and services.

Education
Highest % without High School Diploma
West Price Hill (32%)
South Fairmount (31%)
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||| Access: Nutrition
Access to quality food is vital to the health of a neighborhood. The absence of affordable, quality food
can lead to increased rates of obesity, diabetes and hypertension and is not always due to low market
demand. The food that is most accessible to many of the focus study neighborhoods comes from fast food
restaurants and gas stations that lack fresh fruits and vegetables. Lack of access to quality food further
decreases the viability and sustainability of a community. Vacant lots can provide opportunities for local
food production that can connect residents to healthy food choices and nutritional education. Of all the
focus neighborhoods, only East Price Hill falls within a walkable quarter mile of a full service grocery.

Miles
to Traditional Full Service Grocery
Miles to Traditional Full Service Grocery
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Avondale

C

South Cumminsville

||| Access: Financial Institutions
Limited access to traditional banking and financial services has long been a barrier to wealth creation
in marginalized neighborhoods. This lack of access often translates to higher costs for basic financial
transactions. Lack of access to savings and the increased costs related to predatory financial centers,
increases the cycle of poverty and diminished quality of life. None of the focus neighborhoods fall within a
walkable quarter mile of a traditional financial institution.
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||| Access: Personal Vehicle
Lack of access to a personal vehicle can make it much more difficult to accomplish many of life's everyday
tasks. Sole dependency on public transportation can limit opportunities for employment and drastically
increase the time needed for grocery shopping, banking, and recreation. These quality of life issues can
provide some focus for the rehabilitation of vacant lots insofar as they can be used to increase access and
mobility for neighborhood residents via biking and walking trails that connect strings of vacancies.

Neighborhoods with more than 30% of households without access to personal vehicle:
Avondale (38%)
South Fairmount (37%)
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||| Access: Adequate Plumbing/Kitchen
Many of the focus study neighborhoods lack adequate indoor plumbing and kitchen services. The lack of
adequate kitchen services compounds the issue of access to quality food by decreasing the ability of a family
to produce fresh, nutritious home-cooked meals. Inadequate plumbing facilities are defined as lacking
either hot or cold piped water, a bath- tub or shower, or a flush toilet. Perhaps vacant lots can provide a
neighborhood with the opportunity for communal kitchens and shower facilities in order to help meet some
of the basic needs of community members.

Neighborhoods with more than 25% of households lacking adequate Plumbing or Kitchen
North Fairmount (47%)
South Fairmount (28%)
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||| Neighborhood Narratives Matrix
Below is a summary of many of the findings previously discussed. As a comparison, Hyde Park and the City of
Cincinnati have been placed at the top of the list.

% Vacant
South Cumminsville

Density

Residents/Acre

% Vacant : 10 %
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Total Vacants: 22,464
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||| Notable Narratives
Density and Vacancy
Highest Vacancy Rate
- South Fairmount (26%)
- North Fairmount (20%)
- South Cumminsville (18%)

Highest Population Density
- East Price Hill (11 per acre)
- Avondale (10 per acre)
- Mt. Auburn (10 per acre)

Lowest Vacancy Rate
- Hyde Park (4%)
- West Price Hill (5%)

Lowest Population Density
- South Fairmount (3 per acre)
- South Cumminsville (3 per acre)

Greatest Pop. loss, 1990-2010
- North Fairmount (58%)
- Mt. Auburn (34%)

Renting vs. Owning
Highest % of Renter Occupied Housing
- Avondale (76%)
- South Fairmount (69%)

Highest % of Owner Occupied Housing
- South Cumminsville (54%)
- Hyde Park (53%)

Affordable Housing
Highest % Spending over 30% on Housing
- South Cumminsville (38%)
- Hyde Park (32%)

Lowest % Spending less than 30% on Housing
- West Price Hill (14%)
- East Price Hill (18%)
- North Fairmount (18%)
- South Fairmount (18%)

Poverty, Education, Race
Highest % w/o High School
Diploma
- West Price Hill (32%)
- South Fairmount (31%)

Highest % Below Poverty Line Highest Minority %
- North Fairmount (32%)
- South Cumminsville (96%)
- South Fairmount (25%)
- Avondale (93%)

Highest % w/ Bachelors
+
- Hyde Park (80%)
- Mt. Auburn (34%)

Lowest Median Income
- South Cumminsville ($15k)
- Avondale ($18k)

Lowest Minority %
- Hyde Park (91%)
- West Price Hill (70%)

Access
Neighborhoods within walk-able .25 miles to
Traditional Financial Institution
None

Neighborhoods within walk-able .25 miles to
Full-service Grocery Store
East Price Hill

More than 25% of Households lacking
Adequate Plumbing or Kitchen
- North Fairmount (47%)
- South Fairmount (28%)

>30% of Households without Access to
Personal Vehicle
- Avondale (38%)
- South Fairmount (37%)
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[Intentionally Blank]
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|||| Vacant Building + Lot Strategies
Vacant buildings and lots do not exist independently of each other. Often times,
one can be a precursor for the other, and once both building and adjacent lot
become vacant, similar trends can take hold of an entire street. This section will
look at a specific study neighborhood, Mount Auburn, and how the potential
in both typologies can be used to address large areas of vacancies through
symbiotic relationships to encourage community development.
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|||| Mount Auburn as Case Study
Property Adjacencies

Adjacency of vacant lot
to vacant building

Adjacency of vacant building
to occupied stock

GOALS: ownership transfers + social control
As diagrammed below, when a vacant building is located adjacent (B) or in a cluster of occupied
buildings (A), it has greater feasibility and attraction for reuse. Rezoning to uses that will benefit
the entire neighborhood could be considered to find new developers. Financial incentives in
combination with a marketing campaign for this property could potentially attract unaware future
investors. Further study could be done of the one-euro houses marketing campaign to revive the
historic center of Sicilian village in Italy for precedents and inspiration.2
When a vacant building gets further away from occupied building stock (C), the social control of
the neighborhood drops and people tend to feel less safe. In these cases (like many sites in Mount
Auburn), the city should give even greater incentives and possibly partially invest to attract a largerscale developer to those neighborhoods.

When a vacant lot is located in a cluster of occupied buildings (A), it has greater feasibility and
attraction for reuse. Uses should be considered that will benefit the entire community. However,
one should consider finding a single owner to take ownership to keep its future maintenance
responsibilities from community organizations.
When a vacant lot is located adjacent to a single occupied building (B), it is more attractive to the
owner of the adjacent building. The city might consider donating the vacant lot to the adjacent
owner, who gets an increased value of his lot, while the city has now changed the owner and will no
longer have to maintain this lot. (Calculations could be made to see if it would be beneficial for the
city to clean up the site before donating, adding to an attractive city environment.)
When a vacant lot or cluster of lots gets further away from occupied building stock (C), the social
control and safety issues come back as previously discussed. Here, the vacant lots could be part of
the investment and attraction package to attract a larger-scale developer to this neighborhood.
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|||| Mount Auburn as Case Study
Incentives

GOALS: encourage investment and redevelopment
Incentives in the form of tax deduction could be considered by the city to attract investors. One example of
this is Tax Increment Financing (TIF), which projects future tax gains to subsidize current improvements.
This is a smart method, considering that investments in playgrounds and other low-maintenance lots could
bring significant rises in real estate prices and, therefore, the city tax income.

Encouraging Neighborhood Growth
GOALS: connecting occupied nodes

Strategies for growth advocate infill wherever possible. Adding to existing groups of properties builds
upon existing physical and social infrastructure to promote the vitality of the site and support the function
of existing neighborhood assets. This strategy has the potential to stabilize decline and encourage
revitalization. Incentives can influence strategic reinvestment for individual and communal benefit.

Building + Lot: A Symbiotic Relationship
Example #1 - temporary creative occupancies of vacant buildings with integration of adjacent vacant lots
(e.g. temporary artist exhibitions, anti-squatting rental program)
Example #2 - high profile event space where lot + building vacancy percentage is high (neighbors are
nonexistent, so noise issues are not an issue)
In both examples, the relationship between the site and its context is critical in determining short-term
and long-term interventions. Below, the matrix proposes site uses for vacant building and lots that are
appropriate for the property adjacencies described on page 40 (A,B,C). The "Intensity of Use Matrix" and
corresponding site design suggestions (CG, NL, BP, etc.) can be found in greater detail in chapter two on
pages 48 and 49.
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Anatomy of a Site

Creating Positive Community Assets

Once an understanding of a site's context within a neighborhood is established, a further investigation
of the specific site characteristics and immediate surroundings can be helpful for determining best
revitalization and management practices. The success of addressing vacant lots on a wide scale, as this
guidebook suggests, will require a site's final design to correspond to a site's conditions such as slope,
immediate adjacencies, and soil types.
Understanding site-level typologies, project phasing, and hillsides adds to the knowledge a user brings from
the first chapter of this book. This next chapter addresses the context of an identified vacant lot, helps lead
a user to a suggested form of site design, and explores how neighborhood assets can help to inform and
implement that design.

Anatomy of a Site: Contents

I

Site Level Typologies

This section categorizes characteristics of an identified lot.
In conjunction with the previous land use typologies, these
site level typologies can be used to narrow the field of
appropriate revitalization solutions for a vacant lot.

II

Vacant Hillsides

Cincinnati's topography provides amazing vistas,
but also creates issues when removing buildings
from a hillside site. These sites must be addressed
differently to address landslides and drainage
problems that can affect both neighbors and the
ecosystem.

III

Project Phasing

While the initial goal is to stabilize declining areas,
seeking partnership from community entities and
phased over time, each site can become something
more to benefit the community's needs now and in
the future.

IIII

Chapter Case Study: East Price Hill

In the last section, specific vacant lot sites are used as
a case study to further discuss how project phasing and
community partnerships can inform and support lot
revitalization.

| Site Level Typologies
The following site design matrices, along with the land use matrix found on pages 14 and 15, provide a
methodology to choose a potential site design. The matrices provide an organized framework in which
to start discussions about goals for the design and re-purposing of vacant lots. The first matrix provides
a series of potential design options organized by their required intensity of intervention. There are three
categories: low, medium, and high. This criterion is combined with site characteristics (typologies) to create
a framework that is multi-tiered and flexible. One can select a design according to the needs the project is
trying to address.
A design could be chosen using the Land Use Typology Matrix, the Intensity of Use Matrix, or the Design
Patterns Matrix. Combine all three matrices by cross-referencing results, and the book can provide an
example of an informed site design. However you choose to use the matrices, each is valid. The intent of
the land use and site typology matrices is not to provide an exhaustive list of design ideas or an ironclad
statement of vacant lot use. They are, rather, a starting point that can be used to analyze and capitalize on
design ideas and opportunities.

Typology Selection
The site typologies were selected to provide a wide range of conditions in the Cincinnati area. The
typologies especially recognize the hilly nature of the area, which is unique to Cincinnati. The typologies also
recognize the varied nature of vacant lot adjacencies. These matrices account for the breadth of conditions
by selecting certain important and prevalent factors like the amount of public exposure a site has or the
type of adjacencies of other surrounding vacant lots. Combining these factors allows for a reasonably site
specific framework for choosing a revitalization technique, without stifling the selection process by being
too specific.

Land Use Typology Matrix
Use this matrix to study
land use in a broader scope,
using the two-letter codes to
reference back to the
intensity matrix.
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Industrial

Mixed Use

Landscape

Residential

Intensity of Use Matrix
Use this matrix to select a
desired site treatment based
on goals and resources.

LO

ME

HI

Site Design Matrix
Use this matrix to study
speciﬁc site design options,
using the two-letter codes to
reference back to the
intensity matrix.

CG

SM

GT
[47]

Medium Intensity

Intensity of Use Matrix

(determined based on goals + resources)

Low Intensity

Cost:

$-$$

High Intensity

NL

SY

Implementation Time:
Manpower:

Low intensity Uses are ideal
for lightly traveled, isolated
sites, or sites which only need
to be rehabilitated for a short
period of time.

Cost:

$$-$$$

CLEAN AND GREEN

NATURAL LANDSCAPE

Clean and Green is the most
basic design strategy. It can be
used to temporarily stabilize a
site or clean up a distressed
lot.

Natural landscape lets the lot
grow a managed selection of
plants but that has the
appearance of being
completely wild.

BP

AT

SIDE YA

Side yards are va
are given ba
respective owne
that are adjace

SM

Implementation Time:
Manpower:

Medium Intensity Uses are
suited for sites with moderate
foot traﬃc which are located
in denser neighborhoods.

Cost:
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CG

$$$-$$$$

BIKE PATH

ART LOT (TERRACED)

The Bike Path lot utilizes
vacant lots to provide a short
stretch of paved bike path.
These are made useful when
connected to adjacent lots.

This is a variation of the Art
Lot, but with the added
feature of being terraced into
the hillside.

AC

GT

STORMW
MANAGE
The Stormwater
site uses swales,
and plants to slo
runoﬀ

PL

Implementation Time:
Manpower:

High Intensity Uses are ideal
for vacant lots which are in
prime locations with great
visibility and high potential for
continued use and
maintenance.

ATHLETIC COURT

GEOTHERMAL LOT

The Athletic Court is a paved
area that could act as a
basketball court or other
paved area for sports.

The Geothermal Lot
landscapes an area but also
buries piping to let
surrounding buildings tap into
the ground as a heat sink.

PLAYGRO

The Playgroun
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SS

WP

AL

SIDE YARD

SLOPE STABILIZATION

WALKING PATH

ART LOT

Side yards are vacant lots that
are given back to the
respective owners of houses
that are adjacent to them.

Cincinnati is a hilly city. This is
a solution that works quite
well for vacant lots that are in
landslide prone areas.

The Walking Path is similar to
the Bike Path, but it is a gravel
path instead of being paved.
This type of lot also includes
benches.

Art Lots are vacant lots that
are allowed to be taken over
by local artists. They are low
maintenance and attractive.

SM

STORMWATER
MANAGEMENT
The Stormwater Management
site uses swales, landscaping
and plants to slow and collect
runoﬀ.

PL

TG

BS

PA

GARDEN (TERRACED)

BIKE SHARE

BASIC PARK

A terraced garden that
stabilizes the slope and also
provides visual interest.

The Bike Share lot provides a
paved area, green space and a
bike share station.

The basic park provides the
amenities of a playground and
greenery. The equipment can
be bought pre-assembled.

FH

CM

PS

PLAYGROUND

FOOD HUB

COMMUNITY GARDEN

PERFORMANCE SPACE

The Playground is a more
intense form of the Basic Park.
The play equipment is custom
can even include concrete
slides on sloped sites.

The Food Hub acts as a
gathering place for the sharing
of food through food trucks or
farmers market. A paved area
and benches are provided.

The Community Garden is a
fenced oﬀ area with planter
boxes that produces food and
plants for a neighborhood. It
requires community support.

The Performance Space
provides benches and a stage
for community events and
small gatherings.
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Flat Private

Sloped Se

• lot with a sloped surface
• located on a less-traveled
street among residences

• lot with a ﬂat surface
• located on a less-traveled
street among residences

• lot with a slo
• located amo
but with mo

Context

Sloped Private

Site Design Matrix
Legend
Low
NL Natural Landscape
SY Side Yard
SS Soil Stabilization

Single

CG Clean + Green

• single vacant lot

PA Basic Park
AL Art Lot

CG SY NL

CG

SY NL

CG S

SM SS

SM

SS

GT

GT

GT

A

Medium
BP Bike Path

SM

Stormwater Management

TG Garden (terraced)
BS Bike Share
WP

Walking Path

Connector

AT Art Lot (terraced)

NL CG

CG SY

WP BP SM

WP BP

SS
• two vacant lots
with a common
rear property line

NL

CG S

SS W

TG S

High
AC Athletic Court
GT Geothermal Lot

SY

FH Food Hub
Community Garden

PS

Performance Space

Aggregate

CM

Adjacent

PL Plaground
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• two vacant lots
with a common
side property line

CG SY

NL

CG S

CG SM TG

SM

SS

GT

GT

GT

NL CG

SS

WP BP SM

WP BP SM

WP B

GT

GT

SM G

SS
• multiple vacant
lots that share
common property
lines or other
adjacencies

NL SS

NL CG

A

N

vate

Sloped Semi-private

Flat Semi-private

Sloped Public

Flat Public

surface
ss-traveled
residences

• lot with a sloped surface
• located among residences
but with more exposure

• lot with a ﬂat surface
• located among residences
but with more exposure

• lot with a sloped surface
• located on or near a major
thoroughfare/ public area

• lot with a ﬂat surface
• located on or near a major
thoroughfare/ public area

CG SY NL

CG SY NL

CG SY

SS

AL BP

SS

GT AC

TG

SY NL CG

NL SS

CG

NL CG

SS WP BP

WP BP

WP BP TG

WP BP

TG SM

CM

SM

CM

CG SY NL

PA SY NL

CG

SY NL

CG NL AL

SS

AL

CG BS

SS

AT

BS

Y NL

AT SM

GT

NL

P

NL

CG SY

NL

AT

GT

NL CG

NL

AT SM

CG NL AL
BS

AC PL

FH CM PS

TG

AC PL

GT

AC PL

NL PA CG

SS NL

CG

NL PA CG

G

SS

P SM

WP BP AT

WP BP

WP BP AT

WP BP FH

SM GT

PL

SM GT PL

AC CM PL

AC
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|| Vacant Hillsides
The removal of buildings from urban sites not only affects neighborhood narratives, it also has direct
detrimental effects on the disturbed site. The foundations of homes often function as a retention system
to the surrounding land. By removing the foundation and disturbing the soil, the surrounding land becomes
susceptible to landslides and drainage problems that can affect both neighbors and the ecosystem.

Landslides
Landslides are a significant infrastructure
and environmental problem in Ohio with the
greatest concentration of incidents occurring
in the Cincinnati region. The term “landslide” is
used as a general term to describe the downhill
movement of a quantity of earth. When a
building and its foundation are removed from
a site, the soil is often left loosely packed,
allowing water to permeate. Excessive moisture
can cause slippage and add weight, especially
following the removal of the foundation which
retained the sloped soil. The disruption of roots
around the foundation further inhibits the
earth's ability to retain itself.

[2] Cincinnati Landslide

(Photo credits can be found on page 114)

[3] Cincinnati Landslide

[1] Landslide Incidence

High Susceptibility/
Moderate Incidence

Digital Compilation of “Landslide Overview Map of the Conterminous United States”
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Hillsides Case Study: Mount Auburn, Cincinnati, OH
A large portion of urban Cincinnati is included in designated Hillside Protection Districts. The removal of
buildings can, and will, degrade the hillside condition. These images show that over 50% of Mount Auburn’s
vacant parcels are within the Hillside Protection District.

[4] Mount Auburn Parcel Map

Buildings
Vacant Parcel

[5] Hillside Districts and Vacant Parcels

Hillside Protection District
Vacant Parcel
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|| Retention Strategy
A retaining wall consisting of gabions can be used to retain the land following the removal of a building. The
gabions, which come as empty cages, can be filled with demolition debris such as brick, stone, and concrete.
Features like seating and drainage can be integrated into the gabion wall in order to encourage occupation
and regulate environmental repercussions. These hillside locations allow for integrated seating areas
to have expansive views. The implementation of a retention strategy also creates potential for terraced
gardens or lawns when appropriate.

[6] Gabion Wall Detail

[7] Retention Concept

Rubble
[8] Integrated Planter
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Gabions

[9] Integrated Bench

Gabion Walls

Step 1
Selected material from
demolished structure is
sorted and left on site
for use in the design
implementation. This
saves on new material and
transportation cost.

Step 2
Selected demolition
material such as brick,
concrete block, and stone
is utilized to fill gabion
cages.

Step 3
Filled gabions are used
to create a retention wall
where there is potential
for the site to experience
landslide or hydrology
related issues. The
design also incorporates
an element attractive to
visitors, such as a bench
where hillside views can
be enjoyed.

Gabion Wall
Retained Earth
Salvaged Lumber Bench

Drainage to Divert
Water

[10] Gabion Wall Strategy Diagram
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||| Project Phasing
With many existing vacant lots so neglected and with a recent increase in the number of vacant lots
throughout the city, not every lot can immediately become a community garden, playground, bike path,
etc. Larger ideas like community gardens and pocket parks take a lot of money, time, and labor, and in
the meantime the vacant lot will continue to be an eyesore to the neighborhood. Those vacant lots that
a neighborhood envisions larger plans for should be addressed through phases to support a clean and
beautiful neighborhood. This means seeking partnerships with community agencies and entities in order
to rebuild these lots in the most beneficial manner to the residents. While the initial goal is to stabilize
declining areas, by phasing over time with the help of additional resources from partners, each site has the
potential to become something more for the community. Where feasible, key lots could be developed for
greater social, economic, or environmental benefit by partners interested in exploring the possibilities. Sites
from East Price Hill are used as examples for this section. The key phases to vacant lot revitalization are
summarized below.

1. CLEAN & GREEN
2. PARTNERSHIPS
3. COLLABORATION
4. DEVELOP PLAN
5. COMMUNITY ACTION
[56]

Phase 1 - Clean and Green
In order to make the quickest transition from blighted property to a useful neighborhood asset, the first
phase for properties seeking further enhancements should be a simple cleaning and greening of the site.
This first step ensures stabilization of the site and surrounding area. Removing all existing structures and
debris is first and foremost in order to prepare the site for a new use and future maintenance needs.
Grading the site may be necessary to create conducive conditions to diverting water from pooling on the
site. Remove all excess plants and weeds to create a defined open area. Soil amendments, a replanting of
grass over the entire site, and the installation of a tree and fence completes the initial clean and green phase
of the project, creating a blank slate for future development.

[1] 200 Mulberry Before

[2] 200 Mulberry After
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Phase 2 - Seek Partnerships
A lot of sites will be best suited for the first phase only. Some key sites, however, will be better suited
for a more intensive revitalization plan. For these properties, the next phase is to identify partnership
opportunities with local agencies or community organizations. Finding the most appropriate organization
or agency to partner with is important to successfully turning these vacant lots into something more for the
neighborhood. Partners agree to take on additional revitalization costs and future maintenance needs.

Examples of Partnership: East Price Hill
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960-962 Wells Street

Salvation Army

[3]

[6]

925 Woodlawn

East Price Hill Farmers Market

[4]

[7]

2923 Glenway Ave

Cincinnati Christian University

[5]

[8]

Phase 3 - Collaboration
Identified partners collaborate to determine the best and highest use for site. Through analysis of the
surrounding neighborhood and amenities currently lacking, select what would be most beneficial and most
advantageous for these key sites and partners.

Determining Usage: East Price Hill
960-962 Wells Street
This site is a prime candidate for expansion of the outdoor play
area attached to the Salvation Army. The current playground is on a
re-purposed parking lot and allowing for this site to become a softsurface play area would enable the children more freedom in their
play time while at the Salvation Army.

925 Woodlawn
East Price Hill is currently seeking to construct a farmers market
across the street from this site. This site, along with several other
vacant lots in the immediate area, could easily be used to grow fresh
produce to be sold at the market.

2923 Glenway Ave
This site is located on a busy road which serves as the entrance to
Cincinnati Christian University. As it is now, students wait for the
bus at a typical shelter located down the street. This site could be
transformed into quiet pocket park for students while waiting for
the bus. The bus stop could also be moved to this location in order to
create a hub of activity for the students.
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Phase 4 - Develop Plans for the Site
Once a use is determined for the site, develop a feasible plan for the site that supports collective goals and
aligns with the comprehensive city plan.

960-962 Wells Street
High
High Intensity
Intensity
Cost:

Cost:

$$$-$$$$

$$$-$$$$
Implementation Time:

Implementation Time:

Manpower:

Manpower:
High Intensity Uses are ideal
High
Uses
are ideal
for Intensity
vacant lots
which
are infor
vacant
which are
in great
prime
primelots
locations
with
locations
visibility and
visibilitywith
andgreat
high potential
for
high
potential for redevelopment.
redevelopment.

Example sketch
of how this site
in East Price
Hill might be
addressed to
create additional
play area for kids
staying at the
Salvation Army

925 Woodlawn
Medium
Medium
Intensity
Intensity
Cost:

Intensity of Use

$$-$$$
$$-$$$

Implementation
Time:
Implementation Time:
Manpower:
Manpower:

Example sketch
of how this site
in East Price Hill
might be utilized
to grow food to be
sold at a nearby
farmers market

Medium Intensity Uses are
Medium
Intensity
Usesmoderate
are suited
sutied for
sites with
for sites with moderate foot
traffic
which
are located in denser
in denser
neighborhoods.
neighborhoods.

2923 Glenway Ave
Medium
Medium
Intensity
Intensity
Cost:

Intensity of Use

$$-$$$

Implementation
Time:
Implementation Time:
Manpower:
Manpower:

Medium Intensity Uses are
Medium
Intensity
Usesmoderate
are suited
sutied for
sites with
for sites with moderate foot
traffic
which
are
located
in denser
in denser neighborhoods.
neighborhoods.
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Example sketch
of how this site
in East Price Hill
might create a
quiet, restful
place for students
from the nearby
university waiting
for the bus

Phase 5 - Community Action
Once a site plan is complete, work alongside partners and community members to encourage other
members of the community or organizations to implement the plan.

960-962 Wells Street

Example
features that
could be
incorporated in
the site design
for play areas

[9]

[10]

[11]

Tire Climbing Wall

Play Structure

Repurposed Play Structures

[12]

[13]

[14]

Community Planters

Rain Garden

Urban Orchards

[15]

[16]

[17]

Sand Garden

New Bus Shelter

Tiered Gardens

925 Woodlawn

Example
features that
could be
incorporated in
the site design
for urban food
production

2923 Glenway Ave

Example
features that
could be
incorporated in
the site design
to create a
peaceful park
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|||| Chapter Case Study: East Price Hill
Existing neighborhood systems provide valuable assets in addressing vacant lots. These systems can
not only provide a framework for the type of vacant lot revitalizations, but also provide monetary and
maintenance support that can ensure long-term support for proposed solutions. This section suggests how
neighborhoods can identify these assets to inform designs and create partnerships that can help implement
larger scale plans for maximum community benefit.

Neighborhood History
The Price Hill area has a rich history dating back to the street car era. It was the first of Cincinnati’s seven
hills to be developed and receive an incline. Price Hill acted as an escape from city life and offered fresh air,
scenic views, and a number of parks. The area of the Price Hill neighborhoods has the most concentrated
and dense population in the city as well as the largest number of parks and open spaces.
In particular, the neighborhood of East Price Hill boasts the longest central business district (CBD) in
Cincinnati, spanning several miles and extending into West Price Hill. Among the storefronts located on
Warsaw Avenue through the CBD are century old businesses whose ownership spans generations. The top
ten businesses are over 100 years old and the next thirty range from 40-60 years old. This statistic alone
shows the commitment this community has to their neighborhood, and it can be a driving force for how East
Price Hill moves into the future.

East Price Hill: Now and in the Future
•

The neighborhood is also targeted by the Local Initiatives Support Corporation (LISC) for funding and
a has a large amount of land in the Cincinnati Land Bank.

•

East Price Hill was the first neighborhood to have designated a Community Entertainment District 		
promoting entertainment business by allowing more liquor licenses and reducing start-up costs. This 		
designation will incentivize new businesses and residential developments as well as promote 			
a walkable atmosphere that is closer to how the neighborhood functioned in the past.

•

In addition, a large capital project in St. Lawrence corner is underway to transform the square and 		
surrounding streetscapes along the entertainment district.

•

Nearby, the recently completed Elberon Apartments transformed what had become a blighted 		
building into a historic landmark that stands as an anchor for future development.

These changes are just a few examples of how East Price Hill is becoming a center for rehabilitation,
revitalization, and community pride.
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Prominent streets and the historic St. Lawrence corner of East Price Hill:

St. Lawrence Corner

nue

Warsaw Av
e

Elberon Avenue

N
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|||| Vacant Lots and Community Assets
While East Price Hill is moving forward, one cannot dismiss the large number of vacant and abandoned
properties located throughout the neighborhood. The vacant lots located in the center of the neighborhood
are in residential areas and tend to be scattered, smaller lots. These vacant lots require programming that
involves the community and connects with existing systems of infrastructure and community support.

±

East Price Hill’s Neighborhood Assets:

Panther Athletic Complex

2

Quebec Heights Complex

3

Roberts Paideia Elementary School

4

Cincinnati Christian University

5

Salvation Army

6

Elder High School

7

Kroger

8

Whittier Gardens

E
QU

C

BE

ELBERON

WYOMING

1

GRAND

GLENWAY

ST LAWRENCE

8TH

N
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WELLS

WARSAW

WARSAW

Imago Earth Center

ELBERON

9

WELLS

8TH

10 Enright Eco Village

BE
EL

RO

N

11 Imago Education Gardens

Privately Owned Vacant Lots
City Owned Vacant Lots
Existing Parks
0

0.1

0.2

0.3

0.4

N0.5

Community Support Systems

Miles
Data provided by: CAGIS
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East Price Hill Vacant Lots
Privately Owned Vacant Lots

City Owned Vacant Lots

Existing Parks

When managing vacant lots it is helpful for neighborhoods to create multi-layer asset maps, similar to the
ones below. These maps identify community assets (agencies, businesses, organizations, etc.) and vacant
lots. By including approximate distances that vacant lots are from community assets, a neighborhood can
identify partners to engage with when addressing the revitalization of vacant lots.
For the purpose of evaluating how neighborhood assets can directly link to design strategies and
implementation, the following sites are examined in more detail: 960 & 962 Wells Street, 925 Woodlawn
Avenue, 2923 Glenway Avenue, and 1814 Wyoming Avenue.

Community Assets with Proximity to Specific Vacant Sites:

1

Panther Athletic Complex

2

Quebec Heights Complex

3

Roberts Paideia Elementary School

4

Cincinnati Christian University

5

Salvation Army

6

Elder High School

7

Kroger

1000 ft

4

00

10

3

1

9

Imago Earth Center

2

20

00

ft

Whittier Gardens

500

ft

1
8

ft

500 ft

10 Enright Eco Village

11 Imago Education Gardens

N

1

960-962 Wells Street

Example Vacant Lot Sites

2

925 Woodlawn Avenue

Community Support Systems

3

2923 Glenway Avenue

Approximate Distance Radius to Support System Locations

4

1814 Wyoming Avenue
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Site Specific Strategies for East Price Hill
# PARCELS:
SITE AREA:
SITE DIMENSIONS:
PROPERTY OWNERSHIP:

1

2
.163 ACRES
66.67 x 208.94 FT
PRIVATE

960 & 962 WELLS STREET

Both properties once featured homes that have now been demolished and are necessitating site
interventions as their vacancy and neglect impoverish the aesthetic and economic value of the
surrounding community. These parcels are in an area generally considered transient because of the
high renter population, and crime pockets are common. There has been recent economic development
within proximity to these parcels. Nearby, Warsaw Street is one of the largest business centers within
the neighborhood. A large supermarket, St. Lawrence Bakery, the original Skyline Chili, McDonald’s and
convenience stores are within a five minute walk.
This site is an excellent example of surrounding neighborhood assets that have the potential to support
and be supported by revitalized vacant lots. This site is located directly behind the Salvation Army’s
Learning Center outdoor playground. Currently, the playground is located on a portion of the parking
lot and consists of a small play set on a thin rubber mat with little to no green space. Eventual use of
these sites on Wells Street could provide a larger area of green space for children to play outdoors.
(Opposite) Photos show the existing conditions of 960 & 962 Wells Street, street views, and current
condition of the Learning Center’s play area.
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Neighborhood Asset
Vacant Lot Site
Existing Parks

Warsaw Avenue

Prominent Road

Focus Sites

Site Design
With a relatively high vacancy rate in this neighborhood, a long term strategy might be to make the
vacant lots available for the Learning Center to enhance its playground and, thus improve its capacity
to serve the neighborhood. In this case, the vacant lots have the potential to stabilize an area right off a
highly-trafficked corridor and provide social benefit to the neighborhood. Site design elements can be
found on pages 60 and 61.
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Site Specific Strategies for East Price Hill
# PARCELS:
SITE AREA:
SITE DIMENSIONS:
PROPERTY OWNERSHIP:

2

1
.192 ACRES
60 x 140 FT
PRIVATE

925 WOODLAWN AVENUE

This vacant lot is located adjacent to Whittier Gardens. The area surrounding the park has become
increasingly vacant over the past few years, and the park itself is poorly maintained. Currently the park
edges are an attraction for illegal night activities and litter. However, the remaining homes are well
kept and an aesthetic asset to this community. There are plans to address the park and turn it into a
farmers market. The neighborhood has been pushing urban agriculture as a way to build community,
and these vacant lots could be used as infrastructure for local food production. This would help drive
production and sale of fruits and vegetables to support the market.
East Price Hill has a great community support system for an urban agriculture development. Located
southwest of the site, the Enright Eco-Village and the Imago Earth Center act as incubators for the local
food culture. The two organizations host educational activities and a Community Supported Agriculture
(CSA) program.
(Next Page) Photos show the existing conditions of 925 Woodlawn Avenue and street views.
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A

B

C

D

E

F

G

H

Neighboring Vacant Lots
Vacant Lot Site
Existing Parks

Prominent Road

Whittier Gardens

Site Design
Supporting neighborhood goals to develop local food production, this site has productive value as
an orchard. Above, the design shows a series of terraced planting areas that respond to the sloped
topography. Produce from the site could be harvested and transported to the farmers market at
Whittier Gardens. Site design elements can be found on pages 60 and 61.
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Site Specific Strategies for East Price Hill
# PARCELS:
SITE AREA:
SITE DIMENSIONS:
PROPERTY OWNERSHIP:

3

2
.145 ACRES
50 x 125 FT
PRIVATE

2923 GLENWAY AVENUE

This site is just a short walk to Cincinnati Christian University and two elementary schools. The site is
located across the street from a bus stop that many students and residents use to move throughout
the city. It is also a short walk from another large vacant parcel that has the potential to become a
green space or a recreational park. Partnerships with the nearby schools, connections to potential
green spaces, and the proximity to a bus stop provide the perfect setting for transforming this vacant
lot.
As the lot is located on a fairly steep plateau behind which a steep slope rises with dense forest like
vegetation, the lot offers a pleasing atmosphere - one of quietness, peace, and privacy. Such a unique
aesthetic offers great potential for turning this site into a small park space which can include a rest
area for residents and students. Such a space of peace and relaxation would be well suited considering
the institution’s principles of peace and good faith.
(Opposite) Photos show the existing conditions of 2923 Glenway Avenue and street views.
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Neighborhood Asset
Vacant Lot Site
Existing Parks
Prominent Road

Site Design
With schools, businesses, and residences nearby, this site could support the transportation network
as a bus stop and quiet park. Above, the design proposes bike storage, seating areas, shade trees, and
open green space. The plan also suggests creating a traffic calming element to reduce the speed of
cars. Site design elements can be found on pages 60 and 61.
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Site Specific Strategies for East Price Hill
# PARCELS:
SITE AREA:
SITE DIMENSIONS:
PROPERTY OWNERSHIP:

4

1
.134 ACRES
50 x 117.5 FT
PRIVATE

1814 WYOMING AVENUE

This small lot is located in the far northwestern extent of East Price Hill on Wyoming Avenue. It
provides a direct link to the adjacent Cincinnati Recreation Commission’s (CRC) park and would provide
an opportunity to connect the neighborhood and the recreation center.
Once made, this connection could expand further to connect not only the neighborhood to the
CRC’s park but also to the Panther Athletic Complex (PAC) nearby. The CRC and PAC act as existing
community support systems and infrastructure that can further support this site’s revitalization and
connect neighborhood residents to their recreational opportunities.
(Next Page) Photos show the existing conditions of 1814 Wyoming Avenue and street views.
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Vacant Lot Site
Existing Parks
Prominent Road

Site Design
This site could serve as a gateway to the CRC field and the Panther Athletic Complex. Above, the
concept features a walking path with exercise stations along the way to encourage fitness.
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(De)Constructing a Site
Vacant Lots as Placemakers

With declining populations and shifting housing demographics, vacant buildings and lots will continue in
Cincinnati. These vacancies do not always have to be portrayed as a negative impact on a neighborhood,
or even the city as a whole. Instituting responsible demolition practices for vacant buildings can create a
market for salvaging old building materials that can then be used as design elements on the resultant vacant
lot. These salvaged materials not only have a positive impact on the environment by saving valuable landfill
space, but they can also continue the memory of the building's past in the neighborhood.
Vacant lots also hold immense potential to provide spaces for cultural activities. Encouraging residents
to engage with vacant lots, and to encourage cultural activities, changes the identity of a vacant lot from
negative to positive. This chapter looks at a few ways in which vacant lots can be transformed from spaces to
places and encourage residents to care for their community.

(De)Constructing a Site: Contents

I

Recycled Design Elements

Abandoned buildings can provide resources to
communities. Harvesting building materials such as brick,
wood, and concrete not only saves material from the
landfill, but it also helps maintain a sense of place for a
vacant lot where a building once stood.

II

Culture Makers

This section discusses ways to re-define the impact
vacant lots have on a neighborhood by using
these open spaces to encourage opportunities for
cultural activities that will help continue to define a
neighborhood's narrative.

| Recycled Design Elements
A recent report estimated that Cincinnati will face having to demolish over 6,000 residential structures in
the next five years. Add to that the existing 2,300 vacant buildings, and Cincinnati has a huge task ahead
of itself. 1 Most of these buildings will never be repopulated or rehabilitated. Instead, they will become
neglected to a point where demolition is the only option remaining. Reusing and recycling building materials
from demolished buildings can give new life to vacant lots and provide social spaces for nearby residents.
Harvesting building materials, such as brick, wood, and concrete to recreate elements on the site not only
reuses valuable materials that would otherwise end up in a landfill, but can provide opportunities for
creativity, innovation, and create a sense of place. Built elements may include seating, low walls, planters,
hardscape and paving, and sculptural pieces.

Partnership with Building Value
Building Value, a nonprofit organization located in Northside,
salvages reusable building materials and re-sells them.
Building Value also provides deconstruction services by
training at-risk individuals to remove valuable materials
during demolition. Using Building Value as a contractor for
vacant lot restoration can serve to provide multiple valuable
services for the city: job training, material recovery, waste
diversion, demolition, and beautification.
The following pages present examples of using materials
that could be recovered from a typical demolition project.

[1]

[2]

Examples of past demolition project from Building Value, including planing and cutting wood beams.
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[3]

Brick
Recycled brick from the
demolished houses could
be used to make planters,
landscape elements,
and could be crushed
to provide hardscape
groundcover.

[4]

[5]

Concrete

[6]

Many of the vacant lots in
Cincinnati have remnants
of concrete foundations
or walls, which have the
potential to be reused.
A common use of this
material in landscape
design is creating gabions,
which can define the site
and be integrated into
the plants on the site. See
page 55 for specifics.

[7]

Wood
Salvaged wood from
structures could provide
the framework for
sculptural elements, such
as performance spaces or
growing walls, and could
be shredded to provide
decorative groundcover.

[8]

[9]

[81]

| Recycled Design Elements
Some commonly found household items could also be re-purposed. Setting aside things like bathtubs, as
shown below, and combining several of them on the same site, can create a park-like setting. This can work
at other scales with objects such as lighting fixtures, building materials, and other architectural features.
Instead of sending Cincinnati's history to the landfill, these items can be repurposed to give old spaces new
life.
These types of details will not only provide the city with a cost-effective solution to creating community
assets, they offer rich place-making opportunities that build upon the historical, architectural, and creative
character of each neighborhood.

1

toilet

Bathtub Planter
The bathtub planter is shown below, but
the same concept can apply to any object
able to hold soil that is commonly found in
deconstructed houses.

SMALL .30 ft.

[82]

3

sinks

2

MEDIUM 3 ft.

3

Door - Picnic Table
Other parts of houses can be incorporated
into the new parks as well. The picnic table
with a door for a top shows this example.
Architectural features such as columns
or crown molding can be used in similar
fashion.

bathtub

LARGE 7 ft.3

1
2
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| Recycled Design Elements
Many urban soils are unable to support productive plant growth. Some of the sites surveyed in the initial
part of this book showed to have soil that was hard and clay like, not suitable for many plants. The toxicity
in urban soils is also an issue. Contamination from nearby busy streets makes a lot of soil unsuitable for any
plant that produces vegetables or fruits. For this reason, planters are a very good option to allow Cincinnati
to grow vegetation on its vacant lots. The dumpsters act as planters to support vegetation. This will allow
plants to grow in some of Cincinnati's less fertile urban soil conditions.

1

Dumpster Planters
Dumpsters and trash bins can be
recycled as planters. The bottoms of
these can be filled with gravel or debris
from the site and the top, with nutrientrich soil. This allows plants to thrive on
a site where soil conditions may be less
than ideal.

SMALL 8 ft.3
[84]

MEDIUM 54 ft.3

2

Ground Cover
Lots where soil is not as conducive to plant
growth, building materials such as structural
wood could be shredded to provide another
form of groundcover.

LARGE 480 ft.3

1
2
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Lots
|| Vacant
Culture Makers
as Culture Makers

With vacancy on the rise, it's important to think about re-defining the impact on a neighborhood. These open
spaces can create and enrich opportunities for cultural activities. Vacant lots can strengthen neighborhood
culture through a variety of means: information sharing, encouraging community involvement, storytelling,
etc.
The following
examplespartners
are ways from
that communities
havenon-profit,
created or supported
initiatives
that enrich the
"In creative
placemaking,
public, private,
and community
sectors
community's
culture.
strategically shape the physical and social character of a neighborhood, town, city, or region around

arts and cultural activities. Creative placemaking animates public and private spaces, rejuvenates
structures and streetscapes, improves local business viability and public safety, and brings diverse
people together to celebrate, inspire, and be inspired." - Ann Markusen & Anne Gadwa

Cultural Opportunities
BETTER
BETTER BLOCK
BLOCK--DALLAS
DALLAS
The
Better
Blockaproject,
byby
Andrew
Howard
and and
"Better Block",
projectstarted
started
Andrew
Howard
Jason
adds amenities
to city
blocks:
JasonRoberts,
Robertsspontaneously
by adding amenities:
bike lanes,
sidewalk
bike lanes, sidewalk cafes, food stalls, outdoor seating,
cafes, food stalls, outdoor seating, places for music, etc.
places for music, etc. City officials are realizing effects of
City officials are realizing effects of Better Blocks as
Better Blocks as useful tools in economic development.
useful tools in economic development.
Source: http://www.architectmagazine.com/architecture/spontaneousinterventions-1-to-16_14.aspx

[1]

PLAY
PLAY STREET
STREET--78th
78thStreet
StreetQUEENS,
QUEENS,N.Y.
N.Y.
The
Jackson
Heights
Green
Alliance
worked
with officials
to
78th Street Play Street was created as Jackson
Heights
close
a
block
of
78th
Street
to
create
a
small
park
to
address
in Queens is lacking in open space and parks. Through
the neighborhood's lack of open space and parks. This play
a incremental process, this play space initially was open
space initially was open on certain weekends, as they had to
on certain weekends as they closed the street. The
close the street. As support for the park grew, they opened
trade-offs
obvious and
the part
was open
for
an entirebecame
summer,more
and eventually
convinced
officials
to
for the
and now isand
year
round.
close
thesummer,
block permanently
keep
the park open year
Source: http://www.architectmagazine.com/architecture/spontaneous-

round.
interventions-1-to-16_1.aspx
[2]

[3]

GRANT PARK - CHICAGO
COMMUNITY
DESIGN - CHICAGO
Public Workshop and the Chicago Architecture Foundation
This
design-build
in Roseland,
Chicago
hosted
an event to workshop
create structures
for Grant
Park.
encourages
teenage
girls
to
find
and
solve
Designers, students, and teachers created nineproblems
structures in
in their
community
focusing
on science
just
three
hours, out of
fabric, pine,
and zipand
ties.design
The process
strategies.
These
young
women
become
agents
encouraged residents of all ages and backgrounds to of
design
and
actually
construct
an art installation
to be displayed
change
in their
neighborhood
and through
making in
the
park.rallied the neighborhood to take responsibility.
tables,

Source: http://publicworkshop.us/blog/2012/09/09/teenage-women-wpower-toolsare-our-most-powerful-instigators-of-civic-placemaking-innovation/
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|| Culture Makers

City officials are realizing effects of Better Blocks as
useful tools in economic development.
Source: http://www.architectmagazine.com/architecture/spontaneousinterventions-1-to-16_14.aspx

"In Creative Placemaking, partners from public, private, non-profit, and community sectors strategically
shape the physical and social character of a neighborhood, town, city, or region around arts and cultural
PLAY
STREET
- 78th
Street QUEENS,
N.Y.
activities. Creative Placemaking animates public
and private
spaces,
rejuvenates
structures
and
78th
Street
Play
Street
was
created
as
Jackson
streetscapes, improves local business viability and public safety, and brings diverse people togetherHeights
to
celebrate, inspire and be inspired."
in Queens is lacking in open space and parks. Through
- Creative Placemaking, Ann Markusen &
Anne Gadwa4 process, this play space initially was open
a incremental

on certain weekends as they closed the street. The
trade-offs became more obvious and the part was open
for the summer, and now is year round.
Source: http://www.architectmagazine.com/architecture/spontaneousinterventions-1-to-16_1.aspx

Community Involvement
COMMUNITY DESIGN
DESIGN--CHICAGO
CHICAGO
in in
Roseland,
Chicago
encourages
This design-build
design-buildworkshop
workshop
Roseland,
Chicago
teenage
girls
to
find
and
solve
problems
in
their
community
encourages teenage girls to find and solve problems
focusing
on science and
designon
strategies.
These
young
in
their community
focusing
science and
design
women became
agents
of change
their neighborhood
strategies.
These
young
womeninbecome
agents of
and
even
rallied
the
rest
of
the
neighborhood
take
change in their neighborhood and throughto
making
responsibility.
tables, rallied the neighborhood to take responsibility.

Source: http://publicworkshop.us/blog/2012/09/09/teenage-women-wpower-toolsare-our-most-powerful-instigators-of-civic-placemaking-innovation/
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RICHARDS STREET BLOCK PARTY - MILWAUKEE
A grassroots initiative in Milwaukee brought out over
150 volunteers one Saturday afternoon to spruce up
neighborhood alleys and streets. Door to door invites
encouraged all residents to participate and show their
support any way they could. The end result was a contagious
positive energy brought on by neighbors communicating and
working together to ensure their neighborhood was a clean
and safe place to live.
[6]

These community examples both held events to increase awareness and get people involved. In Chicago,
work was inspired by a group of teenage girls at a "boot camp" where they encouraged passersby to write
their goals and wishes for their neighborhood. In Milwaukee, it began with a block party and community
work day. With partnerships like Keep Cincinnati Beautiful and Building Value, events could be organized to
raise awareness of the increasing vacant lot problem. Salvaged materials from demolished buildings could
be given out during a 'Vacant Lot Day' to encourage residents to use the materials and spruce up vacant
properties in their neighborhood on one day.
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Historic Markers
History and storytelling always serve as a way to connect communities and
is often the building blocks of a community culture. To further shift vacant
lots from negative issues to positive assets, they can become methods for
sharing a neighborhood's rich history and encourage pride. Signs at vacant
lots, that include stories about the neighborhood and the specific site, can
help residents connect to a piece of vacant land and hopefully create a sense
of caring for vacant spaces in the neighborhood.
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Creating an Icon
Keep Cincinnati Beautiful and the Future Blooms program have developed an iconic program in Over-theRhine and throughout the city by painting boarded up buildings so that they emulate an activated facade.
How can the upcoming task, addressing a surplus of vacant lots in several Cincinnati neighborhoods, be
addressed with similar iconography?

SALVAGE
A unit piece of each demolished
property should be collected
and reserved for art use.
This piece could be doors,
doorknobs, bathtubs, etc.

COLOR
All unit pieces should be
painted in the similar fashion
of the Future Blooms facade
designs to create a cohesive
design theme. The color turns
the once useful appliance for
daily use into an object to be
celebrated.

PLACEMENT
The unit pieces should be
placed elevated on the site
where they originally were in
plan. The best we can do is
commit to memory the spaces,
places, objects and people
we hold dear. Through the
recognition of absence of the
existing structure, presence is
created.
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Anatomy of a Plant

Selection for Sustainable Lot Management

The first three chapters discussed vacant lots as they relate to the city, neighborhood, and street. This
chapter discusses the role plants might have in vacant lot revitalization. With an increasing number of lots
throughout the city, low maintenance is key, and while certain designs are lower maintenance than others,
plant selection can contribute to a site's maintenance needs. To prevent stabilized lots from returning to
their previous neglected condition, maintenance and plant selection must be considered early on in the
planning.
This chapter also looks at how vacant lots might serve additional benefits besides just community or
economic development and community stabilization. With thousands of vacant properties, neighborhoods
can consider additional uses and benefits of vacant lots: stormwater mitigation, food production, and
attracting wildlife.

Anatomy of a Plant: Contents

I

Stormwater Mitigation

Vacant lots are an immense resource for cities to address
stormwater runoff issues. This section discusses possible
treatments for vacant lots that can transform once
neglected pieces of land and turn them into positive
environmental resources.

II

Urban Agriculture

This section discusses how vacant lots can serve
to address issues of food production and how
a community might judge what scale of urban
agriculture is suitable for a site and themselves.

III

Attracting Wildlife

As urban centers become increasingly covered
in concrete, vacant lots can be used to create
miniature ecosystems. This section discusses
plant selection for attracting birds, bees, and
wildlife to urban greenspaces.

| Stormwater Mitigation
In many Midwest cities like Cincinnati, combined sewer overflows (or CSOs) affect the health of the region's
waterways. During flooding or times of heavy precipitation, rainwater mixes with sanitary waste in combined
sewer pipes and is discharged directly into rivers and streams without treatment. This makes the water
unsafe for people to be around or use it for recreation purposes.
If left untreated or improperly addressed, vacant lots throughout the city can contribute more rainwater
runoff, adding to an already overburdened sewer system. However, if designed correctly, vacant lots can
serve as a network of low-impact, natural solutions that address the rainwater issue by reducing rainwater
runoff volume and possibly improving water quality. At some urban sites with extremely compacted soils,
it will be beneficial to allocate additional resources to aerating the soil sufficiently to encourage water
filtration.
Vegetation can be used as a sustainable, low-cost solution to alleviate excessive runoff and improve water
quality. The following section further discusses cost-effective ways to utilize vacant lots as solutions to the
city's rainwater runoff problems.
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Site Strategies for Managing Rainwater
PERMEABLE PAVEMENT
By reducing the amount of impervious surface area on a vacant lot, rainwater runoff can
be slowed and reduced as it is allowed to come into contact with vegetation and percolate
into the soil. This allows rainwater to be absorbed before it enters the sewer system.
Often, removing impervious surfaces is not desirable or functional for the use of the
site, so permeable pavements can be used as an alternative to impervious pavements.
Permeable pavement types include porous asphalt, porous concrete, pavers, and “grass
pavers” made of plastic or concrete.

POROUS
ASPHALT

POROUS
CONCRETE

PERVIOUS
PAVERS

PERMEABLE
INTERLOCKING
PAVERS

GRASS
PAVERS

BIO-SWALES
Bio-swales are a biological system of treating stormwater and improving the health of
receiving streams and rivers. They work like a constructed wetland to mitigate rainwater
runoff. Bio-swales detain rainwater when rainwater volumes entering the sewer system
are at their highest, treat runoff by settling suspended solids and filtering pollutants, and
discharge cooler, slower, cleaner water back into the environment.

[1]

[2]
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Rainwater Runoff Coefficient
Runoff coefficient is a unitless value that relates the amount
of rainwater runoff to the amount of rainwater received.
Impervious, paved areas have a larger value than well-draining,
vegetated areas. The diagram below characterizes the runoff
coefficient of each surface condition.

0.7

0.8

0.9
lawn

1.0

0.3-0.7

pavement
0.7-0.95
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runoff coefficient

suburban res.

0.4

0.6
industrial

neighborhood
downtown

0.1-0.3

0.3

0.5

runoff coefficient
forest/meadow

playground

0.2

single-family

multi-family

The diagram to the right shows the runoff coefficient for
common development typologies. Dense urban development
has a larger value than single-family residential neighborhoods
and parks. Thus, focusing on reducing impervious surfaces
in urban environments would have the greatest impact on
managing rainwater runoff.

parks

0.1
unimproved

Reducing impervious surface area in urban areas can decrease
rainwater runoff to an already over-burdened sewer system
and prevent flooding of natural stream systems. On vacant
lots, removing impervious surfaces, including existing built and
hardscape elements (e.g., driveway, parking area, patio) is the
first step toward increasing on-site infiltration.

0.0

[Intentionally Blank]
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The Role of Plants
The following list of plants suitable for rainwater mitigation applications has been organized by the level of
maintenance required. The list, while not exhaustive, provides a diverse and dynamic plant palette suitable
for Cincinnati's climate and tolerant of wet soils.

LOW MAINTENANCE PLANTS
(adaptive, high performance plants that require minimal seasonal care)

JAPANESE
FOREST GRASS

LEATHERLEAF
SEDGE

FEATHER REED
GRASS

PALM
SEDGE

NORTHERN
SEA OATS

SWITCH
GRASS

LITTLE
BLUESTEM

LADY
FERN

AUTUMN
FERN

CHRISTMAS
FERN

CORAL
BELLS

HOSTA

SOLOMON’S
SEAL

RUSSIAN
SAGE

MEADOW
SAGE

PURPLE
CONEFLOWER

BLACK-EYED
SUSAN

PINCUSHION
FLOWER

CREEPIN G
PHLOX

WALKER’S LOW
CATMINT

(Plant Species were generated from class material from Susan Trusty's Herbaceous Ornamentals class at the University of Cincinnati)
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MEDIUM/HIGH MAINTENANCE PLANTS
(plants that prefer specific conditions or require regular seasonal or monthly maintenance)

BALSAM
FIR

WHITE
FIR

KOREAN
FIR

VIOLET
WILLOW

DRAGON’S CLAW
WILLOW

OREGON
GRAPE HOL LY

WORMWOOD

BUGBANE

IRIS

LAMB’S
EARS

SPIDERWORT

JAPANESE
BLOOD GR ASS

RAVENNA
GRASS

BLUE
FESCUE

PAPER
BIRCH

AFRICAN
VIOLET

ANNUAL
FOUNTAIN GRASS

REDTWIG
DOGWOOD

SWEET
ALYSSUM

SWEET PE A

LARKSPUR

MARIGOLD

SWEET
WILLIAM

STOCK

SNAPDRAGON

(Plant Species were generated from class material from Susan Trusty's Herbaceous Ornamentals class at the University of Cincinnati)
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|| Urban Agriculture
There is an opportunity to transform vacant lots into food production centers that can serve the immediate
users and neighborhood, as well as integrate into a city-wide food system. Looking at each level - Household,
Neighborhood, and City - this section explores the policies and regulations, community engagement, and
site conditions necessary to effectively plan and implement small and large-scale food production.
For the purpose of this section, we define two scales of urban food production. A community garden is a
dedicated space for community members to come together and share ideas and grow plants for food and
recreation. Urban agriculture is an intensively cultivated operation for the production of crops for sale
or distribution through farmers markets, restaurants, or Community Supported Agriculture (CSA) shares.
Each scale can vary in costs and time depending on a site's condition and the level of planning done prior
to planting. Site conditions must be considered to determine soil conditions, soil amendments, cover crops,
and plant selection. It is always important to develop a sustainable plan of implementation and maintenance
prior to starting. Plans should account for various elements like tools, labor, water source, and community
involvement.
Additional considerations of vacant land use for urban food production follows.

Urban Food Production at Different Levels
HOUSEHOLD
Individual households adjacent to a vacant lot could explore the option to "adopt-a-lot" from the City's
vacant lot inventory and manage the property for a small annual fee. Cincinnati does not have a formal lot
adoption program, however, one could be modeled off of other local and national examples. Baltimore,
Maryland has a program which residents, neighborhood committees, or non-profits can use to "Adopt-aSpot" for one dollar per year. The lots can subsequently be used for a personal vegetable gardens or other
productive landscape, as long as the property is reasonably maintained.
NEIGHBORHOOD
On the neighborhood level, residents can achieve an economy of scale by working together to share the
labor and the produce. Building partnerships with local non-profit organizations - like the Civic Garden
Center, who provide education for garden start-up and maintenance - could create a CSA or market garden.
CITY
A city-wide food production system could help bridge the gap in food distribution to lower income
populations. Once vacant lots fall under the purview of a county-wide land bank, there is opportunity to
explore more comprehensive strategies for large scale food production.

Policy and Regulation
There are many policies and regulations that would influence urban agriculture. The issue of ownership is
important to identify. Most of the vacant lots in Cincinnati are privately owned. Therefore before anything
can be done on the lots, the owners would have to give permission or be willing to sell them. There may be
different zoning and ordinances to consider as well.
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Community Engagement
When deciding such important things as what to do with vacant lots, the community has to be involved in the
process. The community council or development corporation could serve as a source for valuable community
input and garnering support for planning and implementing a garden. Do they want a community garden? If
so, who would be responsible for it? Building support and knowledge among willing participants is essential
to the success of any community garden. This is where The Civic Garden Center (CGC) can come in. They
can help determine if a site is suitable for a community garden, offer a twelve-week training program for
community gardening, and provide additional support and resources as the community garden flourishes.

Site Conditions
Site conditions play a vital role in how viable agriculture could be on any given site. If a site does not receive
full sun, then it may not be the greatest location for a vegetable garden. Most of the soils in Cincinnati are
clay based, so using raised beds or mounding beds with compost is ideal. A soil test should be done to make
sure the soil does not contain heavy metals. Even if a site has different grades, terracing can be an option
to allow for gardening. An example of this is The Hillside Community Garden, located in the Cincinnati
neighborhood of Delhi.

Interested in Food Production?
Once a resident or group of residents has determined a vacant lot could be used for food production, there
is a lot of planning that must be considered before getting started. The two general categories of urban
food production are community garden and urban agriculture, and each type requires different resources.
Not every lot and every community are ideal candidates for a food production operation. Partnerships and a
strategic plan are essential to the success of any urban food production endeavor.

Sources: Esri, DeLorme, NAVTEQ,
USGS, Intermap, iPC, NRCAN, Esri
Japan, METI, Esri China (Hong Kong),
Esri (Thailand), TomTom, 2012

Sources: Esri, DeLorme, NAVTEQ, USGS, Intermap, iPC, NRCAN, Esri Japan, METI, Esri China (Hong Kong), Esri (Thailand), TomTom, 2012

Community Gardens

E

Community Gardens of Cincinnati
0

0.175

0.35

0.7

1.05

1.4
Miles

Source: Civic Garden Center of Cincinnati
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||| Attracting Wildlife
In the concrete jungle that is most urban areas, it is easy to forget about the important role that wildlife
plays in our ecosystem. Vacant lots can serve as parcels that support a more diverse urban ecology by
creating sources of sanctuary and food for wildlife species. Bees, birds, and butterflies are important to
our ecosystem for both pollination and for the dispersal of many plant species. Promoting the well-being
of these species by creating suitable habitats in which they can not only survive, but thrive, strengthens the
complex ecosystem of which humans are a part.
Different wildlife species require different habitats to meet their needs. The following section indicates
plant species that are appropriate for attracting the specified kinds of wildlife. Images of wildlife-attracting
trees, shrubs, and perennials follow on subsequent pages.

[1]

BIRDS
[2]

TREES

Ohio Buckeye
Canadian Yew
Easter Cottonwood
Boxelder
Silver Maple
Flowering Dogwood
Honeylocust
Sweetbay Magnolia
White Oak
American Basswood
Red Maple

TREES

Redbud
Honeylocust
American Basswood

SHRUBS
Bladdernut

BEES
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Hackberry
American Beech
Common Juniper
Easter Red Cedar
White Pine
Red Oak

SHRUBS

Washington Hawthorn
Dogwood
Burning Bush

Common Winterberry
Spicebush
Smooth Sumac
Elderberry
Maple-leaf Vibrunum
Arrowwood Viburnum
Black Chokecherry
Thicket Hawthorn
Blackhaw Viburnum

[3]

TREES

Boxelder
Ohio Buckeye
Redbud
Eastern Cottonwood

SHRUBS

Washington Hawthorn
Spicebush
Smooth Sumac
Elderberry

BUTTERFLIES
[4]

TREES

Pawpaw
Hackberry
Flowering Dogwood
Tuliptree
Red Oak

SHRUBS

BUTTERFLY LARVAE
[5]

Dogwood
Spicebush

TREES

Redbud
Tuliptree

HUMMINGBIRD
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AMERICAN BASSWOOD

AMERICAN BEECH

ARROWWOOD
VIBURNUM

BLACK CHOKECHERRY

BLADDERNUT

BOXELDER

BURNING BUSH

CANADIAN YEW

COMMON JUNIPER

EASTERN
COTTONWOOD

EASTERN RED CEDAR

ELDERBERRY

FLOWERING DOGWOD

HACKBERRY

HONEYLOCUST

MAPLE-LEAF
VIBURNUM

OHIO BUCKEYE

PAWPAW

RED MAPLE

RED OAK

REDBUD

RED-OSIER DOGWOOD

SMOOTH SUMAC

SPICEBUSH

SWEETBAY MAGNOLIA

WINTERBERRY

TULIPTREE

BLACKHAW VIBURNUM

WASHINGTON
HAWTHORN

WHITE OAK
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NEW ENGLAND ASTER

SKY BLUE ASTER

SMOOTH ASTER

BEE BALM

WILD BERGAMOT

BLACK-EYED SUSAN

DENSE BLAZING STAR

ROUGH BLAZING STAR

BUTTERFLY WEED

CARDINAL FLOWER

WILD COLUMBINE

COMMON BONESET

GREATER COREOPSIS

WILD GERANIUM

GOAT'S BEARD

GOLDENROD

STIFF GOLDENROD

IRONWEED

JEWELWEED

JOE PYE WEED

WILD LUPINE

MOUNTAIN MINT

OX-EYE SUNFLOWER

PEARLY EVERLASTING

WILD BLUE PHLOX

PURPLE CONEFLOWER

ROYAL CATCHFLY

COMMON BLUE VIOLET

VIRGINIA BLUEBELL

JERUSALEM
ARTICHOKE
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Community Engagement
Planting the S.E.E.D

Vacant lot management should be approached on a site-to-site basis within the framework of a
comprehensive neighborhood and city-wide vision. Understanding the neighborhood context, including
social, economic, and environmental factors, can inform an appropriate course of action for a target
neighborhood and guide the designs of specific sites within the neighborhood. Before initiating any sort
of plan, it is important to consider the role of community engagement in realizing a sustainable solution,
focusing on a "bottom-up" approach to implement changes in each neighborhood. Including community
members in the conversation can help to leverage social capital and identify local resources for short-term
and long-term care of these sites. Furthermore, the involvement of community members can promote
neighborhood ownership and further stabilize the neighborhood by strengthening civic participation.
Keep Cincinnati Beautiful (KCB) has recognized the importance of community engagement and already has
established relationships with community leaders. This section looks at ways to expand upon these efforts
with initiatives led by the community leaders and members. This section includes a framework (S.E.E.D) to
expand KCB's existing community engagement efforts to include discussions about vacant properties. The
four steps - SHARE, EXPLORE, EXECUTE, and DISCOVER - include what to do, when to take action, who will
take action, and where to take action.

SHARE
The first step in the S.E.E.D framework is to SHARE. When the community engages in the first step, there
are certain partners that should be involved. This initial stage of planning should include Keep Cincinnati
Beautiful and representatives from neighborhood associations (community councils, business districts,
etc). The goal is to encourage community members to engage with vacant lot projects. This first stage
includes three steps:
•

A small group should engage with this guidebook to understand what type of lot installation
might make the most sense based on the neighborhood and site context.

•

The community should clarify their goals and objectives. What do they want to accomplish
through this project? This first step can include gathering broad community input through
various community engagement activities (examples listed below).

•

The community should have an understanding of the challenges and opportunities the vacant lot
poses for the community.

1.

PUBLIC ART

2.

TABLE TREK

3.

COMMUNITY BASED CONVERSATIONS

4.

STREET TEAM
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Use art to passively engage and poll citizens as they are walking by or
using a space.

Set up a table at major events to generate responses to surveys or have
conversations regarding the future of vacant lots.

Host a series of conversations with public officials, KCB, and other
stakeholders to illustrate the stance of the community. This activity is
ideal for engaging businesses and others who hold substantial financial
investment in the community.
Have a group of volunteers canvas communities to inform people about
vacant lots and receive feedback of possible uses.

EXPLORE
The second step in the S.E.E.D framework is to EXPLORE the current conditions in a neighborhood
by identifying important factors such as assets, vacancy, and funding. Communities can then develop
realistic vacant lot plans based on their visions and the analyses. There are useful tools that communities
can utilize to analyze the current conditions in a neighborhood. Communities can make asset maps to
understand the different organizations, parks, social services, recreation centers, and other benefits.
Seeing the assets on a map gives the community an idea of where partnerships exist to push their
initiatives and projects forward. The community should also utilize the following SEED Engagement
Matrix. This matrix gives stakeholders and leaders an idea of how to efficiently engage neighbors to
identify outside wishes for the neighborhood.
After a plan is selected, the community should draft a budget. This budget will assist the community in
moving forward to create additional partnerships, buy supplies, and start to engage other community
members.
The following is a list of possible partners to be involved in this process:
• Keep Cincinnati Beautiful
• Community Councils and Business Associations
• The City of Cincinnati
• United Way or similar community development foundations (United Way offers grants to
communities. They also offer volunteers to go to neighborhoods around Cincinnati and
participate in events, such as community cleanups.)

±

Sample Community Asset Map: East Price Hill

Panther Athletic Complex

2

Quebec Heights Complex

3

Roberts Paideia Elementary School

4

Cincinnati Christian University

5

Salvation Army

6

Elder High School

7

Kroger

8

Whittier Gardens

E
QU

C

BE

ELBERON

WYOMING

1

GRAND

GLENWAY

ST LAWRENCE

8TH

N
WOODLAW

WELLS

WARSAW

10 Enright Eco Village

WARSAW

Imago Earth Center

ELBERON

9

WELLS

8TH

BE
EL

RO

N

11 Imago Education Gardens
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EXECUTE
The third step in the S.E.E.D framework is EXECUTE, or to implement the plans that the community has
crafted. The community may choose to implement pilot projects to see its influence on neighborhoods
before taking further steps to implement more permanent solutions. Working with the whole community is
an important aspect of scaling-up the project.
In this particular phase, it is important for stakeholders and leaders to connect with a broader network of
the community. Networking with the community will help neighborhoods establish a base of people who
are willing to take on projects and sustain them by taking responsibility for different aspects of the project
phases. The following list includes organizations and institutions that neighborhoods could potentially
partner with to help with project execution:
•
•

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
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Girl Scouts / Boy Scouts
Community Action Teams (CAT) (or equivalent)
• Price Hill Will is an organization that created CAT’s in order to sustain their local
neighborhood projects. Community members form their own CAT’s and are in charge of
meeting and implementing projects. Price Hill Will gives them the resources they need, and
each CAT uses the resources to engage with the community and implement projects.
Civic Garden Center
Building Value
The City of Cincinnati
Urban Appalachian Council (Price Hill)
Hamilton County Soil and Water Conservation District
Cincinnati Health Department
Parent Teacher Associations

DISCOVER
The final step in the S.E.E.D framework is to DISCOVER, or to understand the project's outcome and the
potential for improving future projects. It is important to make suggestions for new projects based on past
experiences.
Communities should evaluate the outcome of the project. They should partake in a survey or another type
of evaluation. The evaluation should help them weigh the success of the project and to find suggestions
for future projects. The evaluation will help to improve the way community members work together in the
future, and will assist in achieving future goals.
In the final phase, it is imperative for individual stakeholders and leaders to connect with the partners from
the first phase of the project. The following partners should re-connect with community leaders to evaluate
the success of the project:
•

Keep Cincinnati Beautiful

•

The City of Cincinnati

•

Neighborhood Associations

•

Community Councils

•

Business Associations

(All photos on these two pages were provided by Keep Cincinnati Beautiful)
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S.E.E.D Engagement Matrix

Single Family

Two-Three Family
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Public Art
Street Team

More

Community Based
Conversations

Labor and Time Intesity

Table Trek

Less

Residential Typologies

High Rise
Multi-Family

Neighborhood Center

Mixed Typologies

Live + Work + Play

Central Business
District

Productive

Landscape Typologies

Parkland

Recreational

Heavy

Light

Industrial Typologies
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4 Anatomy of a Plant : Selection for Sustainable Lot Management
I Stormwater Mitigation
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Additional Information for this section was gathered from:
1. Whitaker, David. Personal interview. Mar. 2013.
(photo credits)
1 - Bioinfiltration Feature, St. Immanuel, Cincinnati, OH. Human Nature Inc. 2013.
2 - Bioinfiltration Feature, St. Immanuel, Cincinnati, OH. Human Nature Inc. 2013.
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(photo credits)
1 - Male Northern Cardinal. Photograph. Flickr. Dec. 2009. Web. May 2013. <http://www.flickr.com/photos/91499534@N00/4202088452/in/photostream/>.
2 - Honeybee. Photograph. Honeybees&Helium. Web. May 2013. <http://honeybeesandhelium.com/>.
3 -Duran, Gustavo. Mariposa Monarca. Photograph. Flickr. Nov. 2009. Web. May 2013. <http://www.flickr.com/photos/trekman/4156453228/>.
4- Photograph. Appalachian Mountain Club Nature Notes. Blogger, Sept. 2010. Web. May 2013.
<http://naturenotes.outdoors.org/2010_09_01_archive.html>.
5 -Anna's Hummingbird. Photograph. Type A Minimalist. Nov. 2011. Web. May 2013. <http://typeaminimalist.com/2011/11/08/a-word-about-birds/>.
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Recommended Additional Resources
Cleveland Land Lab at the Cleveland Urban Design Collaborative. "Re-Imagining A More Sustainable Cleveland: Citywide Strategies for Reuse of Vacant
Land."
<http://www.reconnectingamerica.org/assets/Uploads/20090303ReImaginingMoreSustainableCleveland.pdf>.
New York City Soil & Water Conservation District. "Greening Vacant Lots: Planning and Implementation Strategies." The Nature Conservancy.
<http://docs.nrdc.org/water/files/wat_13022701a.pdf>.Detroit Collaborative Design Center. Detroit Future City. Detroit, 2013.
"Vacant to Vibrant: A Guide for Revitalizing Vacant Lots in Your Neighborhood." Ed. Laura Zamarripa and Ann Rosenthal. Carnegie Mellon University,
2006. <http://gtechstrategies.org/assets/CommHandbook_VacantToVibrant.pdf>.
Civic Garden Center. 2715 Reading Road, Cincinnati, OH, 45206. Phone 513-221-0981. www.civicgardencenter.org

Additional information regarding Cincinnati Municipal Codes related to landscaping.
Sec. 731-1-C. Managed Natural Landscaped Area
"Managed Natural Landscaped Areas" shall be defined as designed and cultivated plant communities that are self-sustaining with minimal resort to artificial
methods of plant care and that serve at least one (1) of the following purposes:
(1) the attraction and aid of wildlife.
(2) the offset and control of a potential or existing soil loss program.
(3) the enrichment or stabilization of soil fertility.
(4) pest control.
(5) governmental programs, including, without limitation, storm water control.
(6) educational studies.
(7) food production.
Sec. 731-3. Height Restrictions
Except as otherwise provided in Section 731-4, every owner, occupant, or person in control of any lot or lands within the city of Cincinnati shall cause the
lot or lands to be kept free from weeds and turf grasses over ten (10) inches in height by cutting them or by destroying them by spraying with a chemical
compound approved by the commissioner of health, and then removing said cut or destroyed weeds and turf grasses from such lot or lands forthwith.
No owner, occupant, or person in control of any lot or lands within the city of Cincinnati shall fail to comply with any of the provisions of this section.
A separate and distinct offense shall be regarded as committed each day on which such person, firm or corporation shall continue such violation, and as to
each separate plot of ground owned or controlled by such person, firm or corporation.
Sec. 731-4. Managed Natural Landscaping
The height restrictions provided in Section 731-3 shall not apply to natural plants on privately owned, occupied residential property and properties contiguous
to the privately owned, occupied residential property provided that such contiguous properties are owned by the same individual, when such natural plants are
part of a Managed Natural Landscape Area.
Managed Natural Landscaped Areas shall be set back a minimum of three (3) feet from all property lines, roads, alleys and/or driveways unless the property
is abutted by a fence or similar barrier separating it from adjoining residential properties, then the natural landscaping may be planted up to the property line
(inside the sidewalk). With the exception of trees, all vegetation in the right of way strip between the sidewalk and street must be kept at a height of less than
ten (10) inches.
Managed Natural Landscaped Areas shall not be permitted to overhang or encroach onto any public or private properties, or public sidewalks, streets, or
alleys adjacent to the lot, tract or parcel on which they are planted.
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